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Let B be a totally complex number field, Galois over the rational field Q, with 
Galois group S, , the symmetric group on three elements. The group of units 
of B has torsion free rank 2. In this paper, we determine the various inequivalent 
representations that occur of Ss acting on the group of units and determine 
arithmetic criteria for deciding which representation occurs for a particular 
field. As a result, we can give a relatively simple computational procedure for 
determining apair of fundamental units of B given a fundamental unit in a cubic 
subfield. 
Let B be a totally complex number field, Galois over the rational field Q, 
with Galois group S, , the symmetric group on three elements. The group 
of units has torsion free rank 2. In this paper, we determine the various 
inequivalent representations of S, that occur acting on the group of units 
and give arithmetic criteria for which representation occurs in a given field. 
The following notation will be used throughout: 
B: a totally complex S, field over Q; 
k: the complex quadratic subfield of B; 
Fl , F, , F3’3: the cubic subfields of B; 
S, T: generators of Gal(B/Q), chosen so that T2 = S3 = I, TS2 = ST, 
T fixes Fl , and TS fixes Fs; 
u: 
Sz: 
-Ii: 
the group of units of B; 
the roots of unity in B, also, the group of units of k; 
fundamental unit of Fi, chosen so that qz = qls, q3 = vzs, 
171Q173 = 1; 
Uo: 
VI 
vo: 
N: 
w. 
subgroup of U generated by T~, v2, q3 , and 9; 
U modulo J2; 
U, modulo &I; 
N = 1 + S + S2 E Z[Gal(B/Q)] also N(X) = xN if x E B; 
a fixed primitive third root of unity. 
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Liang [6] has applied the theory of integral representations to fields with 
groups S,, and A, to show that units in certain conjugate subfields generate 
a co-finite subgroup of the group of units in the top field (for n > 4 and for 
S,). He does not, however, determine which representations occur, nor how 
to distinguish them arithmetically. We will show directly in this paper that 
U,, has index 1 or 3 in U. Barrucand and Cohn [l] have related this index to 
arithmetic conditions in Fi and k in the case k = Q[o]. We have extended 
these results to general complex quadratic fields k and have sharpened their 
Theorem 15.6 [l, p. 2351 by eliminating a case they conjecture does not 
occur. Finally, we mention two papers of Hasse in which he determines the 
integral representations for totally real S, fields [3, 41. 
We now define the basic arithmetic concept we use. 
DEFINITION. Let L/K be a cubic extension of number fields. There is a 
quasi-principal factorization (QPF) in L/K if there is a principal ideal (A) 
of K which is the cube of a principal ideal (z) of L, but no generator of (A) 
in K is the cube of an element in L. We say that z is a principal factor in L/K. 
If, further, (z) is divisible only by primes triply ramified in L/K, then 
(A) = (.z)~ is called a principal factorization (cf. [l]). If the class number of 
K is prime to 3, the notions of principal factorization and QPF coincide 
(Proposition 1, below). 
We now state the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. The index 1 U : U, 1 is 1 or 3, 
(I) If I U : U, I = 1, then CY = r), , j? = qa are fundamental units of B 
and as = p, /3” = (c&-l, OLT = 01, /3’ = (a/3)-l. 
(II) Ifi U : U,, I = 3, there arefundumentul units a, /7 of B with a = ql , 
B3 = qlr];’ where es = 1. j? may be chosen so that 19 = a$-3-5, /3” = EC&-~, 
a= = a, p = c&l. 
In this paper, we will distinguish three cases: 
Case I. I U : U, 1 = 1. 
Case IIA. I U : U, I = 3 and 3 7 #(N(U)). 
Case IIB. I U : U,, ] = 3 and 3 ] #(N(U)). 
Since in Case II, of Theorem 1, A$!?) = E, it is evident that IIA or IIB 
holds as E = 1 or E # 1, respectively. Evidently, IIB can hold only if 
k = Q[w]. It is easily seen that IIB holds if and only if the inclusion U + V 
splits as an &homomorphism. 
The arithmetic results are contained in: 
l 
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THEOREM 2. A QPF in F1[Q remains a QPF in Blk. 
Case I holds ifand only if there is a QPF in B/k, but not in FJQ. 
Case IIA holds ifand only if there is a QPF in FJQ, so also in Blk. 
Case III3 holds if and only if there is no QPF in B/k, so none in FJQ, 
In the case that k # Q[w], we have the 
COROLLARY. If k # Q[o], then Case II holds if and only tf there is a 
principal ideal in F1 which is not a cube in F1 and is composed entirely of primes 
triply ramified in I;;/Q. In particular, if the discriminant of FJQ is square free, 
Case I must hold. 
We have, finally, 
THEOREM 3. (a) If IIA holds, there is a principal factor x in F1 such that 
x1-s and ?b are fundamental units in B. 
(b) More generally, by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, there is a y E B such that 
ys-l = yl . Case II holds if and only if, for any such y, N(y) = “/x3 where 
y E J2 and x E k. In this case, y may be chosen so that y3 = 1. Then (Y, 6, E of II 
may be taken as 01 = r), , /3 = 71 yx-l, and E = y. 
At the end of this paper, we give several examples of how this theorem 
can be used to determine fundamental units in B. We turn, now, to the proofs 
of the above results. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since G(B/Q) acts on 0, it acts on V = U/$X 
Further, since N(U) _C 9, N = 1 + S + S2 annihilates V. Thus, V is a 
Z-torsion free, rank 1 module over the twisted group ring Z[w][fl where 
wT = Tw2. Lee has proved (see [5, Theorem 1.2, p. 2161) that V must be 
isomorphic to an ambiguous ideal in Z[w]. Up to isomorphism, there are 
just two distinct representations, V %! (3) and V 3” (1 - w). In each case, 
the action of S is multiplication by w, the action of T is complex conjugation. 
These representations correspond to I and II, respectively. 
Consider first, V 3 (1 - w). We let * indicate the image in V of an 
element of U. Choose 01, /3 in U so that 01* = 3, p* = 1 - w. Plainly, 01, p 
are fundamental units of B. We are free to change a: and p by multiplying 
by roots of unity. Now (/3=)* is the complex conjugate of 1 - w, that is, 
2 + w. Thus, (/33* = 01* - /3*, that is, /’ = 6~$?-~ for some 6 E J2. 
that ps = EC&-~ where E E LR4. Since Sz is of order 2,4, or 6, this is equivalent 
to e3 = 1. We have PST = ~-%~-1/3~ since l T = E-I. Thus, @ = jgSTST = 
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E-1a-2-STj94 so .$T = l -k2fl3. Finally, as = cGTT = +-3. This demon- 
strates that CL, /I may be chosen to satisfy the transformation equations II. 
Evidently, OL is a fundamental unit of Fl and NFllc(~) = 1, so 01 = ql or ~;l. 
Replacing 01, p E by CL;~, l, 6-l preserves the transformation equations. 
Thus we may’assume 01 5-7 
1 (I : ‘UO j = 3 is now evident. 
1' Then rlz = r),s = cap3 so p = E7&. 
On the other hand, if V 3 (3), it can be seen, by similar arguments, that 
01,p can be chosen as in I and that ] U : U, 1 = 1. Thus, 1 U : U, j can only 
be 1 or 3, and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove that a QPF in FJQ remains a QPF 
in B/k. Indeed, let (A) = (.z)~, where A E Q, z E Fl , be a QPF in FJQ. 
Supposing it is not also a QPF in B/k, there is some 6 E Q and, some y E B 
such that &4 = y3. Then 
A2 = N,,,(SA) = sl+*Al+T = (NB,FJy))3. 
This implies that A is already a cube in Fl , which contradicts the assumption. 
Suppose, now, that Case I holds. If (A) = (x)” where A E Q, x E Fl , we 
show that A is a cube in Fl . Indeed, let u E Fl be a unit such that x3 = uA. 
We have u = &7lr = &LX’ for some integer r. Then (xl-S)3 = zks = CX~/~-‘, 
so XI-~ is a unit of B and so 3 1 r. This implies that u is a cube in Fl , so A is 
also. That is, there is no QPF in FJQ. 
Assuming, still, Case I, we construct a QPF in B/k. Since N(U) = 1, there 
is some y E B such that 01 = ys-I, by Hilbert’s Theorem 90. Then 
N(y) = yySy@ = c?/3y3 so (WY)) = (Y>“. 
If 6N(y) = z3 for some 6 E L?, z E B, then (zy-I) = &X-~/I--~. This, however. 
cannot be a cube in B. Thus, (N(y)) = (y)” is a QPF in B/k. 
Next, assume that IIA holds. Then, N@) = E = 1, so we have x E B such 
that xS-1 = 8. I& y = XT-1. Then, xyS 7 xl+TS-S = fi-lxSST = 
(p-l)(xap-‘)’ = XT soys = y E k. But, N,,,(y) = (x~--I)~+~ = 1 soy = zr-l 
for some z E k. Now, (xz-l)’ = xz-l E Fl and (xz-‘)~-’ = z6-l = j3, so, 
replacing x by xz-l, we may assume x E Fl . Then NF,,c(x) = N(x) = x?. 
But, N(x) is not a cube in Fl , since (Y is not. Thus, (N(x)) = (x)” is a QPF 
in FJQ. 
Finally, suppose that IIB holds. Suppose that (0) = (z)” where D E k and 
z E B. Then, for some S e 52 and some integers r, s, we have z3 = SO$~D. 
J-hen @S-l)" = ~r+sOlSp-3w+s) which is a cube only if r = s = 0 (mod 3). 
But then, SD is a cube in B. Hence there can be no QPF in B/k. 
Since the alternatives I, IIA, IIB are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, 
as are the various QPF conditions, the Proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
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In the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 2, we need this Proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L/K be a cubic extension of number jiel&. If 3 does 
not divide the class number of K and ifL/K has a QPF, then LJK has a principal 
factorization. 
ProoJ: Let (A) = (2)” be a QPF in L/K. Now (A) = @V, where 9Y and 5%’ 
are ideals of K and V is integral and cube free. Thus, V must be composed 
entirely of primes triply ramified in L/K. For some integer r, which is prime 
to 3, VT = [c] is principal. Thus, L%~’ is principal, so 9” = (b) is also. So, 
A’ = b%, if c is chosen appropriately. Also, (c) = (b%+ as ideals. We 
claim that this is a principal factorization in L/K, Indeed, if any generator 
in K of (c) were a cube in L, then some generator in K of (@ would be a 
cube in L. But, (A)’ = (@” (.4)*l, so the same would be true of (A). This 
proves the claim and the Proposition. 
Proof of Corollary to Theorem 2. Suppose that k # Q[o] and that IIA 
holds. Then, there is a QPF (A) = ( z )” in FJQ. By Proposition 1, this may 
be taken to be a principal factorization, hence, only triply ramified primes 
divide z. If(z) were the cube of an ideal in Fl , then we could take z E Q, so a 
generator of (A) would be a cube in Q, a fortiori in Fl . (A) = (z)” would 
not then be a QPF. 
Conversely, if the ideal (z) of Fl is not a cube and is divisible only by 
triply ramified primes, then (z)” = (A) where A E Q and A is not a cube in Q. 
Now, Fl contains no cube roots of elements of Q which are not already in Q, 
so (A) = (z)” must be a QPF. 
Finally, we note that if the discriminant of Fl/Q is square free, no primes 
can triply ramify in FJQ, thus Case I must hold. 
Proof of Theorem 3. (a) In the proof that IIA implies the existence of a 
QPF in FJQ, x was constructed such that x8-l = j3 and (N(X)) = (x)~ being 
a QPF in FJQ. This prove (a). 
(b) In the proof that I implies the existence of a QPF in B/k, it was 
shown that for y E B such that ys-’ = 71 = 01, it is impossible that &V(y) = 
z3 for 6 E LR, z E B. Hence II must hold if N(y) = “/x9 for some y E J2, x E k. 
Conversely, if Case II holds, then, since (~lp)~-l = 01 = q1 , we have, 
for any y E B such that ys-l = q1 , y = &px, where x, E k. 
In this case, N(y) = ex13. If, now, N(y) = “/xs where x E k, y3 = 1 then 
y& E @ so y = E. Further, q1 yx-l = S,5 where a3 = ye-l = 1. It is then 
easily checked that (Y = q1 , p = q1 yx-l, and E = y satisfy the transforma- 
tion equations of Case II. This completes (b). 
We present here some numerical examples. Suppose we are given the 
minimal polynomial of r), , say X3 - aXz + bX - 1, where a, b are rational 
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integers. We may construct y, as in Theorem 3(b), as y = 1 + T,J~ + ~7;~. 
Let A = N(y). Then 
A = j&b + 6a + 6b + 9) - *A 
where 
AZ = aabz + 18ab - 4a3 - 4b3 - 27. 
A2 is the discriminant of the polynomial X9 - uX2 + bX - 1. 
Let Fl be the cubic extension of Q of discriminant -44. An equation for 
r)~isX3+X2+X-1,s~a=--1,b=1(see[2,p.141]).Inthepreceding 
notation, 4% = -44, A = 4 - (- 1 1)l12. Now, A = ($( - 1 + (- 1 l)li”))” 
so IIA holds. We may take 01 = T,J~ , E = 1 and 
B = 1)lU + r/3 + 93(*(-l + c-1 wl’T1. 
Let Fl be the cubic field with discriminant -104. An equation for vl is 
X3 - X2 + 5X - 1 so Q = 1, B = 5. Thus, A” = -416, A = 25 - 2(-26)‘/“. 
Now, N,,,(A) = g3, but there is no x E k of norm 9, so Case I holds. 
Let Fl be the cubic field with discriminant -76. There is a 0 E Fl with 
minimal polynomial XS - 2X + 2. A unit of Fl is given by 6’ - 1, so 
e3 = 2(6 - 1) is a QPF in FJQ, indeed a principal factorization, since 2 is 
evidently not a cube in IF;1 . Thus, Case IIA holds. 
Let Fl = Q[2113]. An equation for ~7~ is X3 + 3X2 + 3X - 1 so A = 
- 3(-3)‘j2 = (-31/2)3. By Theorem 3(b), Case IIA holds. 
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